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Motion of aurorae
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[1] Using high resolution auroral imagery and particle
measurements from the Reimei spacecraft we distinguish
‘Alfvénic’ and ‘quasi‐static’ auroral forms and implement
a new multi‐scale wavelet analysis technique to examine
how the vorticity in these forms varies as a function of
scale transverse to the geomagnetic field. We find from
this analysis that the complex motions of aurorae can be
described by power‐laws relating spatial scale to optical
vorticity. We demonstrate how these relationships naturally
arise from the ‘conductance’ of geomagnetic field‐lines and
the physics of Alfvén waves. Citation: Chaston, C. C., K. Seki,
T. Sakanoi, K. Asamura, and M. Hirahara (2010), Motion of
aurorae, Geophys. Res. Lett., 37, L08104, doi:10.1029/
2009GL042117.

1. Introduction

[2] Spacecraft observations of accelerated electron dis-
tributions and electromagnetic fields at high latitudes have
allowed the identification of quasi‐static potential structures
[Mozer et al., 1977; Ergun et al., 1998] and small‐scale
Alfvén waves [Stasiewicz et al., 2000] as drivers of the
discrete aurora. The ‘quasi‐static’ aurora is so called be-
cause the transit time of an electron through the accelerating
field‐aligned potential is small relative to the time‐scale for
variation of the potential. As a consequence electrons
accelerated through these structures are shifted in energy
giving rise to what are commonly identified in electron
energy‐time spectrograms as ‘inverted‐Vs’ [Frank and
Ackerson, 1972]. However, when the electron transit time
approaches the time scale of variation of the accelerating
potential structure the manner in which an electron interacts
with the fields is complicated through the action of Landau
resonance [Lysak and Lotko, 1996] and Fermi‐like accel-
eration [Kletzing, 1994] processes. These processes acting
above the auroral ionosphere lead to flat‐top and often time‐
dispersed electron energy spectra in differential energy flux
[Chaston et al., 2003] that are the hallmark of the ‘Alfvénic’
or wave‐like aurora. In both the quasi‐static and Alfvénic
cases however the time varying electromagnetic fields

which provide the Poynting flux to power the acceleration
process can be described as Alfvén waves [Lysak and Dum,
1983]. In this sense the terms quasi‐static and Alfvénic
represent opposite limits of the relationship between elec-
tron transit‐time and the time‐scale for variation of auroral
electromagnetic fields. These classifications therefore pro-
vide a qualitative but nonetheless useful means for distin-
guishing different acceleration mechanisms in auroral
electron energy‐time spectrograms.
[3] While the distinction between the quasi‐static and

Alfvénic aurora from electron measurements is well estab-
lished, the same distinction from optical observations of the
associated auroral forms is not. This is because of the
inherent difficulty in obtaining particle and optical mea-
surements that are magnetically conjugate with an accuracy
extending to small‐scales. Consequently there are few
studies [e.g., Stenbaek‐Nielsen et al., 1998; Hallinan et al.,
2001; Asamura et al., 2009] where correlations between
particle measurements and small‐scale auroral forms have
been performed. In this report we unambiguously distin-
guish quasi‐static and Alfvénic aurora using imager and
particle observations from the polar orbiting spacecraft
Reimei [Sakanoi et al., 2003; Asamura et al., 2003] that
routinely records magnetically conjugate particle and optical
measurements down to kilometre scales. We demonstrate
how the multi‐scale motions of the auroral forms associated
with the quasi‐static and Alfvénic aurora differ and show
how these motions are consistent with a quasi‐static and
Alfvénic description of electromagnetic fields along an
auroral field‐line.

2. Observations

[4] Figure 1 shows a schematic of recent observations
performed by the Reimei spacecraft [Obuchi et al., 2008].
The auroral imagery snapshots shown in this figure at times
t1 and t2 correspond to Alfvénic and quasi‐static aurora
respectively. This light was recorded at ∼670 nm due to
prompt emission from N2 which allows us to resolve the
rapid motions which are the subject of this report. The
identification as Alfvénic or quasi‐static is based on
simultaneous measurements of energetic Earthward stream-
ing electrons on the same geomagnetic field‐lines from
Reimei at an altitude of 650 km as shown in Figure 2a.
These measurements reveal electrons broadly distributed
and somewhat time‐dispersed in energy from 09:31:40–
09:31:50 UT indicative of the Alfvénic aurora and those
more closely distributed around a single energy from
09:31:50–09:32:00 UT at >10 keV indicative of the quasi‐
static aurora in the form of an ‘inverted‐V’. Expanded views
of the auroral snapshots for the Alfvénic and quasi‐static
aurora are shown in Figures 2b and 2c respectively. The
exact foot‐point of the magnetic field connecting the upper
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atmosphere at 105 km altitude to the electrons observed at
the spacecraft are shown by the X’s in each image along
with the corresponding time. These images show that the
aurora associated with each acceleration process have some
differences in form, however it is the variation in motion of
these forms as a function of scale which provide the most
cogent insights into the acceleration processes which drive
them.
[5] To quantitatively examine the motion of auroral fea-

tures as a function of scale in a sequence of images from the
Reimei spacecraft we implement a new technique based on
2‐D wavelet transforms. We reserve a detailed description
of this approach for another forum but here provide a sketch
of how it works. For complex basis functions the technique
provides a measure of the amplitude of the intensity and
phase as a function of scale and position in the camera field
of view. For images interpolated onto the same spatial grid
the phase difference between consecutive images at the
same location corresponds to a spatial shift defined as
(D’/2p)lF where lF is the corresponding Fourier wave-
length or scale for the wavelet used. Since the time between
images is known, a velocity vector can therefore be derived
at each location and scale within the camera field of view.
To perform the analysis we use Paul wavelets [Torrence and
Compo, 1998] which provide good spatial localisation
without sacrificing scale resolution when applied to the

spatial derivative of the luminosity. The small arrows in
Figures 2b–2e show results of the application of this
procedure to consecutive images of the Alfvénic and quasi‐
static aurora. These results are derived at a scale perpen-
dicular to the geomagnetic field of 5 km at an emission
altitude of 105 km. We have performed tests to confirm the
reliability of this technique both through application to
synthetic imagery data and by comparison to traditional
correlation approaches [Ebihara et al., 2007]. In the present
case, the white contours show the 90% confidence level
above noise for the velocity determination. The vectors
within these contours are reliable velocity measurements
plotted at half resolution and reveal rotation and shears in
the optical features at this scale.

Figure 1. Schematic view of the Reimei spacecraft simulta-
neously measuring auroral imagery and electrons streaming
Earthward along the geomagnetic field. The white shaded
area shows the location of the auroral oval where aurora are
most commonly observed. The white dashed line is the geo-
magnetic field and the green line is the track of the Reimei
spacecraft projected to an altitude of 105 km along the geo-
magnetic field. The thumbnail images at t1 and t2 show snap-
shots of the Alfvénic and Quasi‐static aurora respectively at
670 nm. Here t1 = 2005‐12‐22/09:31:45.9 and t2 = 2005‐
12‐22/09:31:53.4 UT.

Figure 2. Auroral electron and camera observations.
(a) Electron energy spectrogram showing the electron ener-
gy fluxes responsible for the auroral emission at 670 nm
shown for the (b) Alfvénic and (c) Quasi‐static aurora and
in Figure 1 at t1 and t2. Small arrows show the flow
velocity at half resolution of the optical features at a scale of
5 km, while the yellow dotted line is the path of the magnetic
foot‐point of the Reimei spacecraft ‐ the yellow X shows this
point at the time of capture for each image. (d and e)
Vorticity derived from the optical flow measurements; red‐
yellow and blue show anticlockwise and clockwise rotation
around the geomagnetic field respectively.
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[6] The degree of shear and rotation in the optical forms
can be quantified in terms of the geomagnetic field‐aligned
vorticity given by Wk = r × u. Here u is the velocity of
optical features in the camera’s field of view. Wk can be
derived by finite differencing of the velocity field as shown
for the Alfvénic and quasi‐static aurora in Figures 2d–2e.
Here positive vorticity or anti‐clockwise rotation about the
geomagnetic field is shown in yellow‐red while negative
vorticity or clockwise rotation around the geomagnetic field
is shown in blue‐black. The distribution of vorticity shown
here is indicative of the instabilities [Wu and Seyler, 2003;
Asamura et al., 2009] responsible for the evolution of the
optical forms observed.
[7] The wavelet analysis facilitates a consideration of

how vorticity varies as a function of perpendicular scale
or wave‐number (k? = 2p/lF). Vorticity spectrograms
(∣Wk(k?)∣/Dk?

1/2 vs k?) derived using this technique for the
Alfvénic and quasi‐static aurora are shown in Figures 3a and
3b. These have been compiled from individual wavelet
vorticity spectra recorded at each point in the images where
emission intensity exceeds 50 kR and averaged over those
images where the Alfvénic and quasi‐static aurora remain in
the field of view of the camera. The data points correspond
to average values at each scale or wave‐number and the
error bars to 1 standard deviation in the distribution of
vorticity measurements at each scale. In preparing this fig-
ure we have selected k?x = k?y with k?

2 = k?x
2 + k?y

2 ,
however any selection of wave‐numbers along the x and y
axis of the images produces similar results. (We note that
integrating the vorticity over all scales in either the X or Y
directions provides the 1‐D vorticity spectra often discussed

in studies of fluid turbulence). Overall the vorticity in
both the Alfvénic and quasi‐static aurora increases with
decreasing scale or increasing wave‐number with a depen-
dency approaching the power laws shown by the black
dashed lines in Figures 3a and 3b. We note, however the
vorticity in the quasi‐static case increases more rapidly over
the range from k? = 0.0002–0.0007 m−1 (∼30–8 km scales)
than that of the Alfvénic aurora.

3. Discussion

[8] The scaling of the vorticity spectra can be understood
if the motion of auroral forms is controlled by the electric
field drift of plasmas with velocity u = E × Bo/Bo

2 in geo-
magnetic field‐aligned currents and Alfvén waves above the
auroral ionosphere and the low altitude extent of the auroral
acceleration region [Hallinan, 1981]. Here Bo is the geo-
magnetic field strength and E is the electric field associated
with a geomagnetic field‐aligned current (Jk) given by
Faraday’s Law as

E? ¼ �b?
!

kk
� i

k2?
�okk�k

� �
ð1Þ

where we have used Jk = skEk = ik?b?/mo from Ohm’s and
Ampere’s laws. The k and ? subscripts refer to geomagnetic
field‐aligned and perpendicular directions respectively, sk is
the generalized conductivity, b? is the magnetic field due to
the current and w is the frequency. The relationship between
w, kk and k? is given by the dispersion relation for small
scale Alfvén waves in a cold plasma [Lysak and Carlson,
1981]. Using this dispersion relation, and the previously
reported result b?

2 (k?)/Dk? ≈ Ck?
−7/3 for magnetic fluctua-

tions in Alfvén waves above the aurora [Chaston et al.,
2008] we find,

j�kðk?Þj
�
�k1=2? � C1=2k�1=6

? VA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ k2?�2

e 1þ i�=!ð Þ
p

Bo
ð2Þ

where C is constant, VA is the Alfvén speed and le is the
electron inertial length given by the speed of light divided
by the electron plasma frequency. The Ohmic conductivity
(1/[nmole

2]) along the geomagnetic field‐line is incorporated
through, n, which is an effective collision frequency. We
include n here to represent the effects of finite field‐line
conductivity in the generation of vorticity in Alfven waves
without necessarily invoking any specific process, however
we note that in the case of anomalous resistivity due to
velocity space instabilities n generally exceeds w once cer-
tain thresholds have been reached [Lysak and Dum, 1983].
In the limit where k?le > 1 or n/w > 1, ∣Wk(k?)∣/Dk?

1/2 given
by equation (2) approaches the observed k?

5/6 power law
shown in Figure 3 for the Alfvénic aurora but also the quasi‐
static aurora for k? > 0.0012 or scales <5 km. The blue,
green and magenta curves in Figure 3 show this relation
for n = 0 and number densities of n = 0.1, 1.0 and 10 cm−3

representative of the range of particle number densities
observed through the auroral acceleration region at ∼4000 km
altitude [Strangeway et al., 1998]. Here we have mapped
k? from the approximate base of the auroral acceleration
region assumed to be at 4000 km to ∼105 km ‐ the
approximate altitude of the optical emissions observed from

Figure 3. Vorticity spectra for the (a) Alfvénic and
(b) Quasi‐static aurora. Magenta, green and blue lines show
expected trend in vorticity for Alfvén waves on ‘infinitely
conducting’ geomagnetic field‐lines at 4000 km altitude with
the plasma densities shown in the same color; error bars rep-
resent the standard deviation in vorticity for each k?. Black
dashed lines show power‐law scaling dependencies.
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Reimei. Particle observations suggest that the base of the
acceleration is nearly always above 2000 km [Cattell et al.,
1991] and below ∼1 Earth radius [Mozer and Hull, 2001] in
altitude. Assuming higher altitudes within this range will
shift these curves slightly to the right and lower altitudes
slightly to the left, however the power‐law scaling will
remain unaltered. It can be expected that reflection from the
highly conducting ionosphere, not included in equation (2),
will act to reduce E? and hence the vorticity given by
equation (2) at small k?; nonetheless, the curves for n = 0.1–
1 cm−3 provide a good representation of the variation in the
observed vorticity spectra in the Alfvénic aurora over the
entire k? range observed.
[9] For the case where w → 0, appropriate for the quasi‐

static aurora, we re‐derive equation (1) taking db?/dt→ 0 in
Faraday’s law and writing Ohm’s law as Jk = −K�k. Here �k
is the field‐aligned potential and K is the field‐line
conductance often discussed in current‐voltage studies of
auroral particle acceleration [Knight, 1973]. Including the
contribution to E? due to current closure through the ion-
osphere given by E?i = b?/(moSP) as per Lysak [1998]
yields,

j�kðk?Þj
�
�k1=2? � C1=2 k�1=6

?
�oBo�P

1þ k2?�
2
M�I

� � ð3Þ

wherewe have againmade use of the result b?
2 (k?)/Dk? ≈Ck?−7/3.

Here SP is the height integrated Pedersen conductivity and
lM‐I =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�P=K

p
is the magnetosphere‐ionosphere coupling

scale length. For typically observed parameters lM‐I = 50–
100 km at ionospheric altitudes. Over the range of scales
covered by the Reimei spacecraft camera k?

2 lM‐I
2 � 1 so

that the 2nd term in equation (3) dominates and ∣Wk(k?)∣/Dk?
1/2

varies as a ∼k?11/6 power law. This power‐law is plotted in
Figure 3 and approximates the spectral trend shown in
Figure 3b for the vorticity of the quasi‐static aurora over the
wave‐number range k? = 0.0002–0.0007 m−1.

4. Conclusion

[10] These results demonstrate that the complex and
multi‐scale motion of discrete auroral forms can be de-
scribed through power‐law relations governed by the
physics of Alfvén waves and the effective conductivity
along the geomagnetic field. Significantly the tendency to-
wards the Alfvénic scaling in both the quasi‐static and
Alfvénic cases is indicative of the underlying Alfvénic na-
ture of the electromagnetic fields supporting discrete aurora.
We note that the power‐law relations we observe, as in
fluids generally, are indicative of cross‐scale coupling and
energy transport. How this transport proceeds to provide the
scaling observed and drive the aurora is however unknown,
and remains an outstanding task for further analyses of
Reimei observations, theoretical efforts and future auroral
satellite missions.
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